
 

Centenary RM Veterans National Championships 
 
Sunday 15th May 2011 saw eight skippers gather for the Centenary RM Veterans 
National Championships hosted by Chelmsford RYC at their Channels venue. As we 
arrived at the lake it was obvious that the recent dry spell had taken its toll, in that the 
local Golf club had started to use the water early this year to irrigate their greens. 
However, there was some sunshine, albeit limited, and plenty of wind primarily from 
the North West to begin with which varied to a more westerly as the day went on. 
George Beacroft as Officer of the day and Graham Bartholomew, pondered for 
several minutes regarding the course, but eventually settled on an Olympic triangle 
with a sausage, all to be taken on port. Supporting George and Graham were John 
Richmond ready to man the rescue boat which eventually was not needed and john 
Newton who scored the event, and both acting as observers. 
Even before the first race got underway Alf Reynolds had a problem identified as a 
faulty receiver, which he quickly replaced and racing got underway following the 
briefing by George Beacroft. 
With a moderate wind all competitors started on top suit for race 1 in which John 
Carter from the Three Rivers Club, got caught on a buoy which was not part of the 
course and John Male mistook the finish line. In race 2 John Carter suffered another 
mishap by hitting Mark Dennis a Chelmsford RYC member, who managed to recover 
and end up second whilst John was last. Race 3 did not see John Carter’s fortune 
improve as he was a very late starter, and Roy Stevens from the Tri Services club 
whilst leading managed to catch the leeward mark on his first rounding, which 
dropped back to fifth.  

By race 4 Mark Dennis was beginning to show he was the 
skipper on form with two seconds and now his first win of 
the day leading from start to finish. Up to this point Terry 
Burton had looked to be another leading contender with two 
firsts and a second but a seventh in race 4 appeared to be the 
start of a poor run. A contact with Roy Stevens in race 5 did 
not improve Terry’s situation, with John Male of Three 

Rivers taking his first win of the day. In race 6, all but three skippers changed down to 
number two suit which allowed Alf Reynolds from Chelmsford RYC to take his first 
win, with Roy Stevens and John Shorrock from Reading having a coming together 
causing them to finish 7th and 6th respectively. 
By race 8 the cloud had increased and the wind had started 
to come around and a course change was considered but not 
implemented. Again Roy Stevens and John Shorrock had a 
coming together which was really damaging to Roy’s 
chances on the day. 
The course change considered before race 8 was finally 
implemented for race 10, but the Olympic triangle with a sausage was still retained, 
but all taken on a starboard rounding. Although this was thoroughly described by the 
OOD and clearly shown on the course board, there was confusion over the changed 
finish line, because only Roy Stevens and Alf Reynolds crossed the correct finish line 
whilst the rest of the fleet failed to finish. As race 11 started the standings were very 
close apart from Mark Dennis who was  10 points clear at this stage, with only 1 point 
separating second and fifth – Roy Stevens and Terry Burton on 28 and Martin Crysell 
from Guilford and John Male on 29 points. Race 12 saw the only withdrawal of the 



day by John Carter who had obviously been troubled by winch and rudder problems 
for most of the day.  

As the afternoon went on it seemed that Martin Crysell and 
John Male seemed to tire as they gradually dropped back 
and by race 14 it was clear that second place was between 
Terry Burton and Roy Stevens who were on 33 and 34 
points respectively with Mark Dennis still in the lead on 26 
points. Following race 16 the battle for second place 
became even more interesting with Terry and Roy both on 

34 points with two races to go. However, in the last two race Terry seem to have two 
of his worst races thereby giving Roy second place overall with Terry eventually only 
just beating Martin Crysell, who had two good second places, by 1 point to take third 
overall. 

An excellent days racing, and congratulations to all the skippers on their behaviour. 
Although there were several incidents, everything was resolved on the water with no 
outstanding protests. In addition to the Trophy and prizes, all competitors were 
presented with the MYA Centenary Honours Certificate which were well received. 
 
Report by John Newton   


